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NCC Day Program first opened its doors on February 20, 2012, as
the Rise and Shine Day Program.  At that time, it was just one building
supporting 24 individuals employing 11 staff, including the manager
and director.  Today we support 45 individuals, have 26 DSPs, 2 
supervisors, a manager and a director; and we are located in 2 
buildings.  The program is just shy of 4 years old, and continues to
evolve into a program that encourages individual growth through 
community volunteer programs.  

The original building at the Folkerth Pavilion is still in operation and
supports 15 individuals.  This building focuses on sensory activities,
crafts such as canvas and cards, making jewelry, making bookmarks
and participating in gardening. Individuals in this building volunteer
at Parma Animal Shelter weekly.  The duties of volunteering at Parma
Animal Shelter, are sorting cans for recycling which helps the shelter
to make money.    

Shortly after the program opened, it was expanded to the Foundation
Building. This site focuses on prevocational tasks such as tearing off
the tops of the med cards, tri-folding papers and stuffing envelopes.
On October 5, 2015, construction was completed on the back half of
the Foundation Building, and the program expanded yet again.  In
order to distinguish between the two buildings and separate locations,
the Foundation Building adopted a new name, and is now known as
NCC Community Volunteer Center. 

The new location (the upper part of the building) has been divided
into 3 different areas.  In the first part of the expansion, the individuals
are making environmental safe cleaners.  We plan to supply NCC
homes with cleaners that are safe for the individuals to handle.  
A bigger goal is to get this product into the community, and selling
these products at local day care centers.  In another room the 
individuals are making homemade dog biscuits from scratch - and
they are really having a blast with this.  

Continued on Page 3...  
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Ron K and DSP Jaynine Amos hard at work in the Community
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great team. I began working with the ICF division in August. My main
focus has been trying to build a team and create a support system for
the House Managers and QIDP’s. With the help of  The ICF Manager,
Matt Harrington and the Survey Specialist, Crystal Lamb, I am 
confident this can be attained. In addition, the current House 
Managers and QIDP’s have years of experience that will be of use. 

I have the unique opportunity to have
worked in both settings and can identify
the strengths in both. I believe both can 
utilize these strengths and provide the best
life possible for each individual we support.

A few things I am doing in the new year is bringing both management
teams together to meet monthly and have created small clusters with
both ICF and Waiver homes. 

I look forward to working with everyone and seeing what we can 
accomplish together. 

Health Insurance, HIPPA regulations, OSHA, Licensure, Medicaid,
Ohio Disability Rights, Staff shortages, Funding, Increased expenses,
Audits, Politics, Rule changes, New Regulations, Downsizing, Person
Centered Planning, Community Integration are all things we deal with
on an on going basis. At times we have to ask ourselves why we 
willingly take all of these stressors on. Why are we here? What brought
us here? The answer is quite simple – We are here for the individuals
we support. That is the bottom line in anything we do. Regardless of
how frustrating situations may become, as long as we keep reminding
ourselves that our purpose of working at NCC Solutions is to provide
superb and fulfilling support to the individuals partaking of the 
services we provide, nothing we encounter is too difficult.

There is very little that is more fulfilling than seeing the progress one
of our individuals makes. Knowing that we have made a difference in
someone’s life. Not just once but over and over throughout the year.
I am proud of the support services and the care we provide. The staff
working at NCC Solutions are outstanding. As a team we will 
continue to assist the individuals we support to be integrated into the
community in which they live and to assist them in attaining 
meaningful employment. We will not be hindered by any barriers we
may encounter. We are here to support and serve.

From the desk of the Executive Director:

Jesse Malave
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Congratulations to Melanie Stoll who was recently promoted to the
position of  Director of  Operations and directly oversees both the
ICF and Waiver Divisions.  She is a valued employee of NCC 
Solutions, Inc.  and has been with us for over 13 years.  

Melanie’s journey at NCC first began as a QIPD at Sprague House in
April of 2002.   Her talents were quickly noticed and she was 
promoted to the Sprague House Manager in November of 2003.
Melanie’s success was long-lived at Sprague House, but she decided
to broaden her skills in the Waiver Division and secured the role of
House Manager of Delta/Gamma in January of 2009.  After 3 
successful years at Delta Gamma she advanced to the Waiver Director
position in June of 2012.  

Melanie’s vast experience and ability to perform well in challenging
situations has facilitated her personal and professional growth.
Melanie states, “My vision is to bring both divisions together.”  Based
upon past performance, we are confident Melanie’s initiatives and 
vision of synergy will be achieved.

Melanie Stoll Promotion 
Dave Loucka, Executive Director, Operations

I am humbly honored to have been given this opportunity as the 
Director of Operations. Although I have several goals and ideas on
how to make positive changes, my main goal for the next year is to
bring the ICF and Waiver Divisions together as a team. Despite both 
divisions being different in so many ways, the mission is the same:
commitment to creating opportunities for the individuals while 
growing together in a caring community. 

I have had the opportunity to work in
both divisions so I feel that my experience
will help me attain this goal. Most 
recently, for the past 3 years I was the 
Director of the Waiver Division. While in this position, I was able to
restructure the division and create a phenomenal team of House 
Supervisors led by two Waiver Managers, Kim Mehozonek and
Kristina Boeglin. With this team in place, we were able to boost moral
throughout the division, reduce the Supervisor turnover rate, and 
improve training. All of this helped to create a support system and a 

Operations 
Melanie Stoll, Director of Operations

“Good Leadership isn’t about advancing 

yourself. It’s about advancing your Team.”

John C. Maxwell
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While working at Habitat for Humanity, individuals work in the 
Restore on Mondays.  The job duties include making the Restore into
a real showroom.  This includes moving furniture and dusting the 
donated furniture in the shop.  At Royal Redeemer Church, job 
responsibilities include setting up chairs for an evening youth group
activity, cleaning all of the toys in the school nursery and stationery
work such as stuffing envelopes for church mailings.  They also put
together Sunday school kits.

Because I Said I Would is a local company founded by Alex Sheen.
Alex is a motivational speaker honoring his father’s legacy.  During his
speech, he passes out a packet of promise cards with the logo “Because
I Said I would” written on the bottom.  The point of the card is for
one to make a promise, and when he or she has fulfilled the promise,
he or she will earn the card back.  Individuals from NCC Community
Volunteer Center, go to the store to make packets of cards for Mr.
Sheen to hand out at his speaking engagements.   

As NCC Day Program continues to grow, our goal is for the 
individuals to get paying jobs in the community.  The Day Program
Management team would like to invite you to come see our program.
The program currently has 10 open spots.  We understand the 
importance of consistency between day placement and home.  We
focus on the goals of each individual’s Program Plan in all aspects, 
including diet, behavior plans and community involvement.   

Day Program & Community Volunteer Center Expanding Community Involvement 
Heidi Johnson, Director of Day Program

Biscuits are being made from different recipes including peanut butter
and pumpkin, and they are being made into different shapes and sizes.
We aim to please canines of all sizes. Some of our NCC current 
employees have taken home products for a test run with their dogs
and they have not had any complaints! The plan is in place to sell these
treats at local animal shelters, starting with the one in Parma where
many of the individuals already volunteer. And the final area of the
building is focusing on recycling and crushing cans. 

While NCC Community Volunteer Center is at the very beginning
stages, there is a clear vision of the individuals being completely 
involved from the beginning to end, including distribution of these
products.  They will be responsible for making lists, keeping inventory,
shopping, making the product, and then taking the products into the 
community.  We envision a future where the individuals will be able
to make a profit from their products.

When the Individuals are not crushing cans, making dog biscuits, or
making cleaners, our focus is on volunteering in the community at
various locations such as The Restore at Habitat for Humanity, 
Because I Said I Would, Parma Animal Shelter and Royal Redeemer
Church.  These organizations have partnered with NCC Community
Volunteer Center, giving the individuals the opportunity for growth
while learning prevocational and vocation skills.  These skills include
learning the importance of how to work in a public setting, the 
expectations of arriving to the job on time, completing the duties that
have been assigned and working together as a team.

“...just shy of 4 years old, it continues to

evolve into a program that encourages 

individual growth through 

community volunteer programs...”
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After changes made in last year's budget, Ohio nursing homes must
meet five quality measures in order to qualify to receive their normal
reimbursement amount.

The change was established in the biennium spending measure as a
means to drive patient-centered quality, with the specific measures
later finalized through separate legislation.

The Department of Developmental Disabilities (DODD) released a
new draft of quality measures that could be used in the ICF/IID 
Medicaid reimbursement system starting as early as July 1, 2017.
The “Facility Report” now is listed as the method of gathering data
on compliance. 

Following are examples of possible quality indicators for ICFs that
may be in that facility report:

1. Individual Planning and Services - Individuals’ input is
evident in team make up and the development and
implementation of the service/support plan

2. Employment/Day Programming/Social - Working age
adults have identified place on path to employment

3. Administrative - The facility has informed individuals and
families of its program to improve person-centered planning
and development of outcomes important to the individual

4. Staffing - Direct support staff retention ratio

5. Physical Environment - The facility is inviting, home like,
clean and attractive

Possible Quality Indicators Coming
Bruce Werner, Director of Quality Improvement

6. Health and Wellness - The facility has a policy of evaluating
every emergency department visit for precipitating factors
and developing a plan to mitigate any identified factors

7. Resident/Family Satisfaction/Experience - How does the
facility help you keep connected with your family member?
How recently have you seen your family member?

DODD has not determined how the quality measures will be used for
reimbursement purposes, such as whether an amount will be paid per
measure or whether providers will receive a set amount for achieving
at least a set number of measures. 

The Quality Workgroup reviewed and commented on the new draft,
offering a variety of perspectives. Kate Haller of DODD, who chairs
the Quality Workgroup, said the department has considerable internal
work to do on the quality measures and the workgroup is not likely
to meet again until at least December, 2015.   Part of the challenge is
that no one is aware of another state where quality measures are used
to determine ICF reimbursement. 

The department is also investigating developing a consumer 
satisfaction survey with the Nisonger Center at the Ohio State 
University, but there are a number of issues with that approach. 
Several of the proposed quality measures are tied to an individual or
family satisfaction survey.  Another measure looks at direct care
staffing.

NCC Solutions believes that the quality metrics proposed were 
designed to be accomplished without a large degree of capital outlay,
and also would be in the best interests’ of NCC from a business 
perspective. It would be a win /win for individuals supported as well
as NCC Solutions, Inc.

NCC expanded its supported employment program this

year and hired Corrie Miller and Sylvia Serafin as the office 

cleaning crew.  Corrie and Sylvia clean all three office 

buildings every week and have been a great asset to the

company.  Both women have great personalities and take

pride in a job well done.
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Imagine being able to take a vacation at a 4-star hotel, having your
own hotel room, being able to make your own chocolate bars.   Well
this is exactly what West Sprague individuals were able to do!   They
had the time of their lives on this trip to 
Pennsylvania.  Mike, Paul, and Derek , were
the lucky individuals that were able to make
this trip come true.  House Supervisor Mandy
Grizzanti planned this to make every little 
detail work.  They used the Alpha 2 bus, and
headed down the turnpike, driven by staff
member Angela, to the Fairfield Inn and
Suites, which has handicapped accessible
rooms.  The guys each had their own room,
and had staff that accompanied them to have
an exciting time.  After they arrived they were
able to go to Hershey Amusement Park, where
the thrill seeker Mike, and staff Nicole were able to ride the Comet,
The Super Duper Looper and Trailblazer roller coasters.  Paul and
Derek were also able to enjoy the happenings and excitement 
inside the park.  

The following day everyone got up and went to the Hershey Choco-
late Factory.  The individuals along with Supervisor Mandy, staff,
Nicole, Bird, and Angela were able to ride the boat that gave a tour of
how chocolate is made.  At the end of the tour the guys were able to
make their very own chocolate bars.  Before they could even make
their own candy bar they had to suit up for the production line.  

West Sprague House Vacation
Mandy Grizzanti, House Manager

This included aprons, hair nets, and beard guards.  Everybody looked
like they were ready to go into an operating room!  They had many
options of things to put into their very own concoction.  The 

ingredients for the chocolate bars included:
toffee, pretzels, crisp rice, sprinkles, and 
cookies.  They picked their items, and were
able to watch it being made on a conveyor
belt.  At the end of the conveyor, it was
wrapped and put into its very own container,
which was designed by the individuals.  They
were very excited to have made their very own 
special candy bar to keep.

After the full day they got dinner from a
restaurant went back to their hotel, where the
individuals ate, and before you knew it, Derek,

Mike and Paul fell asleep at the table eating.  Now that tells you that
they had an awesome fun filled day!  

So never underestimate what individuals can accomplish when they
have the opportunity to enjoy the same options as any one of us!
Kudos to the staff that empowered these individuals to make this 
happen.  Working 3 days 24/7 to make this happen shows how 
dedicated this group of staff is.   Lots of work, but very rewarding.  So
if any other house thinks of ever doing a vacation, you can make it
happen! 
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Literacy Tutoring 
Tom Gilbert, Activities Coordinator

Emily Baskin and I are embarking on a journey that we hope all of you
will participate in: attempting to provide literacy tutoring for all NCC
individuals who are capable of learning how to read, or helping those
with existing skills to read better. (We must emphasize that those, who
are less able to tackle literacy with tutoring, can indeed be read to by

caregivers, volunteers, community friends, and/or peers, so that 
they can be prepared for eventually learning how to read).

The only real necessary pre-requisite for learning how to read is being
able to carry on a two-way conversation with another, even if it is a
simple conversation. (For those who are unable to see, and need bralle 
instruction, we will have to work at learning how to do that ourselves
before offering it to those here who happen to be non-sighted 
individuals.)  However, the real trick in teaching literacy to sighted 
individuals is providing materials that are easily visually accessible,
repetitive, textually rich, and conversant, or speech based, and have
very predictable contextually anticipated writings. Anyone that knows
how to read can teach literacy. The training for teaching literacy is only
about 30 minutes. If you are interested, please contact Tom Gilbert.
All materials are provided.

We have the entire developmental curriculum available, from early
emergent materials on up to advanced writings that we can provide
for you. A very simple reading assessment (that we can do) can be
done on each individual to determine where they are at with their
reading skills to see where they need to be “plugged in” to the reading
curriculum.

Emily and I are now searching for “community friends” who will be
allowed to come by your houses to tutor the individuals who can be
taught or are capable of learning how to read, with staff supervision
present (or tutoring can be done at local libraries or such quiet 
convenient places nearby your houses, perhaps as outing events). 

As the Federal and state governments are now continually demanding
and insisting that we who support our individuals to do all we can to 
provide community inclusion and integration in all aspects of their
lives, it is imperative that we take the necessary steps for this to be 
accomplished, and literacy may be the single most important tool we
can provide to all of our individuals so they may step successfully into
real community inclusion.

We need this information in a timely manner as one of our local 
universities is looking for placements for their students for this fall. 
Please call us or email us if you have any further questions regarding
the process. Join us on this exciting journey!

For more information contact: 
Tom Gilbert (216)644-6495

tgilbert@necare.org
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Rich started as a Direct Support Professional (DSP) in April of 2015.
As of January 2016, he assumed the position of Human Resources 
Receptionist.  His favorite aspect of being a DSP was working with
the individuals and getting them out in the community for shopping
or an excursion in the park.  He said the outings were the most 
rewarding because it’s the end goal in working with individuals – 
integration with the community. The challenging part in working with
the individuals is getting to know each individual, their personalities, 
behaviors, style of communication, and needed supports.

Rich loves being the “face of the company” at the front desk.  He 
enjoys meeting all the people that come in to fill out applications, do 
fingerprints, and complete new hire paperwork.  As a member of the 
Human Resource team, Rich delights in being super involved in the
hiring process.  “It’s empowering to be part of the process of finding
& keeping people that work so wonderfully with the individuals.”  

Rich had the benefit of knowing fellow employees from the Alpha
Complex, and the Day Program when he stepped into this new role.
Now he’s mastering the challenge of knowing everyone’s role at the
company and doing his part to help get more applicants.  Thanks for
all your hard work Rich!

In January 2015, we were lucky enough to hire Jim Scolaro to help
with hiring for the Day Program.  This happened to be when he was
“retired”.  By the end of this article, you might question whether he
knows the meaning of the word.

Jim first started working at the City of Bedford Heights in the service
department for 10 years.  After that he went to work for the Cuyahoga
County Board of Developmental Disabilities (CCBDD) for a few
months.  We all know how this can go, 25 years later….

Jim started at CCBDD as a sub for a few months, then was a 
Habilitation Assistant on a work line at Brooklyn Adult Activities 
Center (BAAC) for 10 years.  He later became the Activities 
Operations Supervisor at Beachwood AAC where he ensured the 
program could run by keeping an eye on safety and many other things
that go into the success of a program.  After that he went back to
Brooklyn AAC as an Adult Program Specialist for 2 ½ years.  Then he
“retired”.  

He enjoys collaboration and problem solving.  Jim is passionate about
interviewing and getting the best candidates for the openings we have
available. 

When Jim first came to NCC Solutions, Inc., he was familiar with our
services, and knew some of the individuals who live here, from his
work at the CCBDD.  He loves being involved with the individuals &
advocating for them.  His main role now is interviewing and hiring for
the ICF, County homes, and Day Program.  He is also involved in the
Recruitment Committee and helps head up efforts to help complete
the committee’s Action Plan.   

We are happy to have Jim as part of our team.  I’m sure you’ll get a
chance to meet him, as he attends, if not helps plan, the majority of
our events.  I wish that everyone could have this much energy when
they’re “retired”.

WELCOME: Jim Scolaro 
Emily Baskin

WELCOME: Rich Theus 
Emily Baskin

Thank You

Thank you to the following who have supported NCC Solutions this past year through
financial donations, gifts, or sharing their service and time.

Maria Hisey
Annonymous
Andrew Ries

Sharon Comer
Celeste Kovach

Ramya Jaganathan
Liz Legler

Pam Shelley
Bindu Kumar

Redeemer Creations
Partnership for a Healthy North Royalton

The Sauto Family
Erna Nardi Malave

Mona Lisa Eco Spa’lon
Carrie Cerino’s

Sal’s Heating & Cooling
Salon Roberto

Beck Center
Memphis Kiddie Park

BA Sweetie
Dairy Queen – Parma

Darice

NCC Solutions is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization 
and all gifts are tax-deductible.

Ciara Sauto
Nick Sauto
Patti Gabb
Linda Toke

LaDanse Cleveland
Rocky’s Pizza

Estate of Mina Nardi
Mary Pultz

Virginia Price
The Sheppards

The Woyshvilles
Linda Toke

Elizabeth Eastman
North Royalton Animal Hospital

The Bremers
Casmina Discipio

Jim Marek
Michael Chemo
Bonnie Baskin

David & Carol Kaufman
Kathleen Wojciak

Lisa Naylor
David Corrado

GTB Medical Services
Ramon Kaloczi

Sarah Keefer
Lauren LaRosa
Ian Barrington

Nicole Rolf
Navkiran Dhillon

Volunteers:
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Brandy Babus ALPHA1

The Employee of the year at Alpha 1 is Brandy Babus. I am a new manager at Alpha 1 and from day one

she has been willing to help me in any way that she can. Alpha 1 is not an easy house to learn but with the

help of Brandy it became easier and easier. Brandy has worked extra hours, helped with med appointments

and truly likes coming to work and helping out. Brandy has been with Alpha 1 for over three years and

hopefully many more. Thank you Brandy for working diligently and making sure that Alpha 1 is running

smoothly when you are there. We appreciate all that you do! -Mandy Grizzanti

Employees of the Year 2015

Kaitlyn McElroy ALPHA2

The Alpha 2 Employee of the Year is Kaitlyn McElroy. A long time employee at Alpha 2, she has throughout

the years grown as a person and DSP. She always comes to work in a good mood. Her supported routines

are consistent and continuous. She participates in the Individuals’ programs and engages our individuals in

family style dining and evening hygiene. You generally don’t see one of our individuals just sitting alone,

Kaity is always there. She talks to our individuals not at them or for them. Kaity is a leader with our on-the-

job training. In addition to her DSP work, she also fills in as designated cook and company driver. Kaity has

set the bar pretty high. I am proud to say she is a part of our team. -Deb Nicassio

Donna Hwodeky  ALPHA3

This year’s employee of the year for Alpha 3 is Donna Hwodeky, one of the most compassionate and caring

people to ever walk through our doors. The rapport she has with the Individuals we support is beyond

words.  She takes such pride in everything that she does and it shows every single day! Part of this is a 

result of Donna having been with NCC for close to 30 years. Part is because of her honest, caring nature.

We couldn’t be any prouder to have her with us every day. She is definitely one of a kind. Thank you and 

congratulations Donna, for everything you do for us.  You are so very deserving of this and so much more! 

-Beth Howard

Phylicia Brown  BAGLEY

Bagley House’s Employee of the year for 2015 is Phylicia Brown. Phylicia is a great worker. She helps pick

up hours at Bagley House when she can. Phylicia always gets everything that is needed to be done on her

shift accomplished before her shift ends. She even has   stayed late when relief did not come right away,

without any complaint. She gets along with any staff and takes the initiative and goes the extra mile to help

out others when they need it. Even with the management and house changes, Phylicia kept a positive 

attitude and helped out where it was needed. I am grateful for having a staff like Phylicia on my team. 

-Kaity Sobocinski
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J Davison MAPLE

Maple House is happy to announce J Davison as the 2015 Employee of the year. J Davison has been an

employee with NCC for almost 2 years at Maple House. In this time, he has made strides in his growth as a

DSP reflected through his interactions with the individuals. J presents himself as a reliable and efficient 

employee with a calm composure even in stressful situations. He understands the needs and wants of the

individuals and will even sing a tune if it will brighten someone’s mood. His infectious laugh can carry

through the room easing tensions from the day to day hustle and bustle. J is an employee we all value but

whose contribution should be recognized. -Larrissa Acord

Since our very beginning, 33 years ago, we have had the highest regard for our employees.

Each year we like to recognize those who stand out amongst their peers as exceptional 

examples of what makes them great.  Here are the 2015 Northeast Care Center 

Employees of the Year:

Vicki Flenory  RIDGE

Vicki Flenory has been with the NCC since 2010 and works primarily third shift. She is a reliable employee

of Ridge House and can always be counted on to be here for her scheduled shifts. When she can’t cover

her shift she usually finds coverage in her absence.  She is a qualified driver and a certified med passer.

Vicki picks up a lot of extra hours and stays beyond her shift when needed. Documentation is not a concern

with Vicki. You can count on her to make sure the individuals get their medication and she completes all her

documentation accurately. She also keeps up with her Relias and Caretracker. She regularly takes the 

individuals out on outings and makes sure they have what they need. -Jackie Jeffrey

Ken Norris  ROYALTON

The employee of the year for Royalton is Ken Norris. Over the past year Ken has not called off, or been late

for a single shift. He does great job cooking dinner for the individuals and sets the standard for how 

dinner should be done. His goal is not just to make dinner taste good, he strives to improve the individuals

at the house by helping them be as independent as possible. Ken also is a Med passer and passes meds

every day he works. On Mondays each week he is the lead shopper for our weekly groceries. Ken is the

first person staff go to when there is a problem or situation in the house, and he is willing to direct or jump

in to any situation. -Susan Fetterolf

Michael McNair   SPRAGUE

Friendly, thoughtful, knowledgeable, and kind hearted - these are only a few words that describe our

Employee of the Year. Michael McNair’s ability to listen to others’ ideas with concern and have an open

mind creates an environment of mutual respect.  Many come to him for assistance in difficult situations. He

will drop whatever he may be working on, to help. It’s no wonder that the individuals like him, he provides

excellent care for them.  Michael is independent and awesome with the individuals. Congratulations,

Michael! You are truly an asset to this NCC and Sprague House and we appreciate all that you do. 

-Paula Schmid
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Paula Schrumpf  WAIVER ONE

Paula Schrumpf is an employee who never calls off, and is never late for her shift.  She comes to work with

a positive attitude and kind words. Paula will come in and cover any shift that is needed. She works at

Delaware, Barrett, Adrian and Falling Waters. Every client she comes in contact with absolutely loves her!

You can come to the house at any time and you will most likely find her sitting at the table with one or more

of the ladies and is doing active treatment. Paula does everything that is asked and expected of her and

more. She loves her job and it shows through her actions. She is a blessing to both the staff and Individuals

where she works. -Sherry Haynes / Lydia Huffman

Employees of the Year 2015

Grace Sexton  WAIVER TWO

Grace Sexton was nominated as Employee of the year because she is one of the best Direct support 

professional`s at Beta West. Grace is a very sweet and honest person who cares deeply and respects not

only the individuals at Best West but also her co-workers and the supervisor. She is always on point when it

comes to the individuals needs and is very dedicated at what she does. Grace will always try and pick up

any open or extra shifts that Beta West may need help with and will always volunteer or help with any

outings or projects at Beta West. She is very well respected and appreciated by everyone at Beta West for

her kindness and hard work! -Janis Matos

Gilbert Metlicka   WAIVER THREE

LaBianca house nominee for employee of the year for 2015, is Gilbert Metlicka. Gilbert always shows great

enthusiasm with other employees and the individuals at LaBianca house. He cares and engages the 

individuals in their daily life, helping them learn new skills and activities, being very patient and 

understanding of each individual’s needs. Gilbert is a very reliable employee and is always available to help

with anything the house needs; whether it is picking up extra shifts, coming in early to help with doctor 

appointments or participating in outings. LaBianca house is proud to have Gilbert as part their team. 

-Cory Harubin 

Terry Flynn    WAIVER FOUR

The Adrian House Employee of the Year is Terry Flynn. Terry is wonderful with the individuals, he truly cares

for them and he will do anything for them. He takes individuals on outings and they love it, he does guy

things with the men and I cannot even begin to tell you how life changing that is for them.  He will come in

when he can, he will switch his schedules around with the Division and Adrian to ensure that there is

staffing wherever we may need someone, he does not have to do this but he does and I couldn’t appreciate

that more than I do.  Can we duplicate him? -Carlynn Banks
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Angie Pittman  WAIVER FIVE

The Waiver Division is fortunate to announce Angie Pittman as an Employee of the Year at Lakewood

House.  Angie is wonderful with the individuals; she truly cares for them. She will come in when she can,

she will switch her schedules around to ensure that there is staffing wherever we may need someone. She

goes above and beyond her job duties. She is all around a wonderful person and staff. Congratulations

Angie! -Kristina Boeglin

Arianna Gibbs  WAIVER SIX

The Waiver Division is pleased to announce Arianna Gibbs as an Employee of the Year. She currently

works at Hawthorne House. Arianna was chosen as EOY because of her dedication to the ladies who live

there. She understands that we are here to support them and she always puts their needs and desires first.

She works well with her co-workers and is also described as a leader in the home. She is reliable, flexible,

patient, and kind to the ladies that live there as well as her co-workers. Congratulations, Arianna; we are so

happy to have you as part of our team!

Sabra Clinton   DAY PROGRAM

Sabra performs her duties with professionalism and knowledge ensuring the individuals she serves are

reaching their full potential. She takes time to learn the individuals and their unique personalities and strives

to incorporate their specific wants and needs in all aspects of their daily care and activities. She strives to

have the individuals involved in completing the work provided to them and ensures they are learning the

proper skills to promote independence with employment in the community. Sabra is a role model to other

staff and is a true leader at day program. She always comes to work with a positive outlook and works hard

to ensure the individuals we support feel loved, respected and supported.  -Virginia Basenback

Tatyana Peterson     Community Volunteer Center 

The NCC Volunteer Center Employee of the year is Tatyana Peterson.  Tatyana has worked at Day 

Program since 2013, when the building opened and has seen many changes from then until now. Tatyana

has embraced the growth of the program and continues to do so.  She has always been an advocate of the

consumers focusing on each person’s strengths and personality, helping to work toward the overall vision of

the program.  Recently, she has initiated taking on added tasks to ease the transition of going into our 

expansion, which has helped tremendously.  Congratulations Tatyana, and keep up the good work. 

-Heidi Johnson
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Mission:

At NCC Solutions we devote our resources to enabling individuals with developmental
disabilities to reach their full potential. Our person-centered approach recognizes challenges and
promotes strengths to ensure a comprehensive and individualized method of program development.
We are an agency committed to creating opportunities while growing together in a caring community.

Vision:

Building lives without limitations by:
-Valuing the ambitions and individuality of clients by treating them with dignity and respect.
-Encouraging and empowering our clients to make and achieve personal goals.
-Giving our clients a role in the community.
-Teaching skills that promote independence.
-Developing and retaining employees who provide excellent care.
-Evaluating the services we offer on a consistent basis.
-Giving a voice to people who cannot speak for themselves and providing a platform for those who can.

LIMITLESS.  OPPORTUNITY.  TOGETHER.


